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ABSTRACT 
Failures in service delivery or policy outcomes are in some instances ascribed to sin~le and linear 

causes. Similarly, the successes of policy outcomes are seemin~ly due to one success factor. This 

article attempts to indicate the multiple factors influencin~ implementation outcomes. The emphasis 

of multiplicity provides a clearer understandin~ of real policy implementation. lnvesti~ation 

into multiple policy actors and the relation with structures and outcomes provide a meanin~ful 

perspective on policy implementation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In policy implementation there are multiple fadors influencin~ implementation outcomes. There are 

also many different models in the literature that deal with implementation and variables influencing 

implementation. In the past the focus on policy implementation tended to conver~e on the rational or top

down models promoted by Van Meter and Van Horn (jordan 1995: 5) and Sabatier and Mazmanian (Ryan 

1996: 34). These models measured how set ~oals have been achieved in action and predominantly promote 

central control. These models were criticised as an insufficient foundation for studies of implementation 

and in turn led to the interest in the bottom-up models and, more recently, the models of bar~ainin~ 

and evolution in analysis of implementation (jordan 1995: 6). Accordin~ to these more contemporary 

models that advocate the evolvin~, mutually adaptin~ and exploratory process of policy and pro~ramme 

implementation, it is affected to a lar~e de~ree by the strate~ies and policies of the state and corporations 

and how the people accept or react to how they are implemented. In this sense, implementation is seen as 
a learnin~ process, rather than simply a consequential step after a policy or strate~y is formulated. 

The variables that affect implementation outcomes, in particular multiplicity of participants and multiplicity 

of perspectives, need to be examined in view of the various models and approaches in pro~ramme 

implementation in order to formulate a coherent framework that would be capable of bein~ applied by 

public sector mana~ers (Ryan 1996: 34). It is important to understand policy implementation and how it 

chan~es its surroundin~s, how it chan~ed itself in the process and how it can be influenced to achieve the 
~oals it set out to achieve (Turton, Brynard, & Meissner 2002: 12). 

THE CONCEPT OF POLICY AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION 

Policy-makin~ is defined by Hanekom as (Hanekom as quoted by Turton, Ashton, & Cloete 2003: 314): 

"the adivity precedin~ the publication of a ~oal, while a policy statement is the makin~ known, the 

formal articulation, the declaration of intent or the publication of the ~oal to be pursued. Policy is 

thus indicative of a ~oal, a specific purpose, a pro~ramme of adion that has been decided upon. 

Public policy is therefore a formally articulated ~oal that the le~islator intends pursuin~ with society 
or with a societal ~roup." 

Policy implementation can therefore be defined as those actions by public and private people or ~roups 

of people that result in the achievement of objectives that form part of a policy or policy decisions (Van 

Horn and Van Meter as quoted by Rampedi 2003: 26). Policy implementation ensures that the ~overnment 

and ancillary or~anisations can carry out the policies. To Pressman and Wildavsky (Pressman and WildavskY '. e African Journal of Public Affairs 
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as quoted by Rampedi 2003: 24) implementation means that part of public proQrammin~ that follows the 
initial policy-makin~, settin~ of ~oals and fundin~ it. It is the carryin~ out of a policy, the for~ed links in 
the causal chain to obtain results. Chan~in~ adors and different perspectives of these actors can make 
implementation difficult and complex with a process frau~ht with conflict. 

Accordin~ to Lane (1993), the concept of implementation is charaderised by a problematic structure. 
Webster's Didionary states that 'implementation' means either the ad of implementin~ or the state of havinQ 
been implemented; it presents the followin~ key words for 'implement': to carry out: accomplish, fulfill, to ~ive 
pradical effed to and ensure adual fulfillment by concrete measures, to provide instruments or means of pradical 
expression (Lane 1993:90). The formal definition mi~ht be: where implementation refers to the brinQin~ about, 
by means of outputs, of outcomes that are con~ruent with the ori~inal intention(s). Thus, implementation has a 
double meanin~: to ~ive pradical effed to or execution on one hand, and fulfillment or accomplishment of its 
objedives, on the other. This shows a basic ambi~uity in the notion of implementation: implementation is an end 
state or policy execution. The Oxford En~lish Didionary notes the same double mean in~: to complete, perform; 
to fulfill. Since the concept of implementation implies that these two entities are objedive and outcomes satisfy 
two different relationships: the causal fundion and the accomplishment fundion. 

Two ideas are fundamental to the concept of implementation: that the policy pro~ramme is the output 
that brin~s about the outcomes in such a way that the latter accomplish the objectives of the policy. 
Implementation assessment focuses on the operation of a public policy and its consequences. It includes 
three loQically separate adivities: (a) clarification of the objectives involved (the ~oal function), (b) statement 
of the relationship between outputs and outcomes in terms of causal effectiveness (the causal function); 
and (c) clarification of the relation between objectives and outcomes in order to affirm the extent of Qoal 
achievement i.e. (the accomplishment function) (Lane 1993:92). 

Each of the three tasks presents its own peculiar problems. ToQether, they imply that it may be difficult to jud~e 
the effediveness of implementation. The ends and means, the intentions of the policies are formulated and 
enaded by various kinds of adors in the political process. What is an end or a means is an intentional objed 
to some ador, which means that any definition of implementation must specify the adors involved in the 
process. These adors may be divided into two sets, the formulators and the implementers. To illustrate the 
multiplicity in policy implementation, the followin~ sedion provides two models of implementation. 

MODELS OF IMPLEMENTATION 

AccordinQ to Lane ( 1993) implementation models were su~~ested in response to the ne~lect of the various 
staQes of policy execution at ~overnment level, sometimes called the missin~ link. To further hiQhli~ht the 
complexity and multiplicity of fadors that affed implementation Brynard in Cloete (2002:176) states that 
the process can be affected by the content of policy, its context, the commitment of implementers, the 
clients the policy is expected to serve and other coalitions of influence. This is commonly referred to as the 
s-c protocol of policy implementation. This is contrary to what redudionism scholars say implementation 
is. They assume that if a policy is decided upon, implementation will be carried out automatically, because 
to implement a policy, in their view, is simple, straiQhtforward and mechanical, once resources are made 
available. This state of affairs is described by Lane (1993) as mechanical translation of ~oals into routine 
procedures, while Grindle and Thomas (1991) re~ard it as a linear approach to implementation. The linear 
model is provided in Fi~ure 1 to illustrate this point in a tree format. The two authors explain that most 
decision-makers and policy analysts in the past have created the impression that a proposed reform Qets on 
the aQenda for Government action. A decision is then made on the proposal or it is rejected. If accepted, the 
new policy is then implemented either successfully or unsuccessfully. In this model the decision is seen as 
the most critical, and crucial, choice and implementation is seen as a matter of carryinQ out that which has 
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AGENDA PHASE DECISION PHASE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

on aQenda 

Reform Issue + < 
Decision 

+ < for reform 

_. < Successfully Implemented 

Unsuccessful \ StrenQthen 
Institutions 

Not on 
Will 

FiS!ure 1: A linear model of policy reform 

Decision aQalnst 

Time 

Fonlfy 
politically 

Source: Grindle & Thomas (1991 :123) 

been decided upon. Successful implementation is viewed as a question of whether or not the 
implementin~ institution is stron~ enou~h for the task. If implementation is unsuccessful, the usual remedy 
is to call for ~reater efforts to stren~then institutional capacity or to blame failure on lack of political will that 
sometimes becomes a catch-all culprit. 

However, the reality is sometimes inconsistent with this linear approach. Bjorkman (1994) ar~ues that 
implementation is a complex, interactive and on~oin~ process of decision-makin~, which is the most crucial 
part of the policy process since the policy outcome depends on how successful implementation has been. 
Brinkerhoff et al (2000) a~ree with Bjorkman that the policy implementation process is at least as political 
as it is technical. It is complex and hi~hly interactive and calls for consensus buildin~. Thus, it can be 
pointed out that implementation does not always happen automatically and, as a result, it can sometimes 
be successful or unsuccessful, altered after a decision to pursue it has been made, and removed from the 
a~enda because those responsible for implementin~ it are convinced that it cannot be carried throu~h. 

As an alternative to the linear model, the interadive model is proposed as a more realistic representation of the 
implementation process (Quade 1974; Dye 1985; and Grindle and Thomas 1991 ). Fi~ure 2 illustrates this model. 
In this model, efforts to alter an existin~ situation throu~h policy upsets an existin~ equilibrium and elicits some 
response or reaction from those affeded by the chan~es or the stakeholders and sometimes the adors as well. 
This readion from the stakeholders, the model explains, may occur at any point alan~ the pro-cess. Unlike the 
linear model, the interactive model views policy implementation as a process of decision and implementation. 
This determines whether implementation may ~o on or return to the a~enda or to any point on the model, 
dependin~ on where conflid occurs. In most cases some items on the a~enda are acted upon but many are 
not, often because of the preferences, perceptions and adions of policy elites and their appreciation of the 
economic and political environment. This state of affairs is visible in many African ~overnments. 

In the implementation process, political, financial, mana~erial and technical resources are needed. 
Therefore, throu~hout the implementation process it is important to ~uard a~ainst those opposin~ the 
policy chan~e blockin~ access to these required resources. The process confirms the fact that sometimes 
the policy outcome is very different from what the planners conceived due to the process of chanQe and 
conflict that occurs in the implementation sta~e. 
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THREE MAIN APPROACHES OF IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES 

The top-down approach is also known as the rational or systems model. This approach is charaderised by its 
hierarchical and control themes. The broad aim is to improve performance, thus to achieve the top's goals. 
The policy is an independent variable, a starting point and a benchmark which can and should be controlled 
by sanctions (jordan 1995: 6). 

The bottom-up approach was a critique on the top-down approach. lmplementers of this approach, also 
known as street level bureaucrats, (Brodkin 2000) sought to achieve greater allegiance between policy
making and policy delivery. The policy is dependent upon the interadion between actors at the local level 
and the aim is to explain what adually happens when policies are implemented. 

The evolution and barQaininQ models see policy implementation as a barQaining, exchange and negotiation 
adion. The aim of this approach is to explain how policy is the product of barQaining and negotiation 
between interests and policy is seen as dependent upon a process of bargaininQ. Implementation is seen 
as one part of an onQoing process of bargaining and compromise with inputs from the top and innovations 
from the bottom (jordan 1995: 15). 

In the implementation process policy-makers may use elements from all or some of the above approaches, 
whichever suit their purposes for the policy at hand. 

Policy-makers 
ManaQers 
Assess and 
mobilise 
resources to 
sustain reform 

Issues 

Polley aQenda 

Decision sta!les 

I Polley characteristics J 

Public 

Reject/Implement 

Arena of conflict 

Resource 
requirements: 

Political 
Financial 
Mana!lerlal 
Technical 

Bureaucratic 

Implement/reject 

Multiple potential outcomes 

Polley 
Assess and 
mobilise 
resources to 
sustain reform 

Fi~ture 2: The process of policy implementation Source: (Grindle & Thomas 1991 :127) 
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PRESSMAN AND WILDAVSKY'S PREMISE ON MULTIPLICITY 

The work of Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) inquired into the discrepancies between the articulated policy 

~oals set in Washln~ton and the little relation of this ~oal to what was on the ~round in Oakland (Colebatch 

1998:56). Thus, the problem hi~hli~hted in implementation was that of outcomes bein~ different to stated 

objedives and ~oals. Pressman and Wildavsky explained this phenomenon as relatin~ to multiplicity of 

participants and perspectives. 

They arQued that between the enadment of policy and its implementation, there are numerous decision 

points, between public and private decision-makin~ bodies (John 1998:27). These decision points in turn 

reduce the likelihood of the policy-maker's objective beinQ carried out. AccordinQ to john (1998:27), 

Pressman and Widavlsky's assumption amounts to a probabilistic theory, where the more the decision 

points are, the more likely the policy is to fail and vice versa. 

Multiplicity is also viewed as a top-down approach to policy research (lazin 1998:154), which sees policy 

implementation in an inter-orQanisational context with a hierarchical arran~ement, where the central elite 

controls lower bureaucrats. That is to say, the top-down approach to policy implementation also sees the 

discretion and autonomy of local actors as addinQ to the likelihood of failure in policy implementation. 

lookinQ at the case of multiplicity in decision points, the current milieu in local ~overnment in South 

Africa consists of municipalities with wide-ran~in~ partnerships and many sectors. Citin~ a case of the local 
Economic Development Policy (lED: 2002:38), the institution of co-operative Qovernment as enshrined in 

the South African Constitution (Constitution 1996: Chapter 3), entails that policy is ne~otiated between the 

three spheres of Qovernment as well as the private sector. Some core problems that have been noted are: 

The issue of varyin~ strate~ic planninQ, Qoal-settin~ and implementation processes by provinces and 

municipalities with respect to the lED (lED: 2002:40), resultinQ in fraQmented and differin~ development 
outcomes. 
The issue of non-clarification of roles between national Qovernment, provinces, municipalities, civil 
society and the private sector, resultinQ in different players havinQ different understandin~s and 
interpretations of the lED policy (lED 2002: 40). 

These examples of the complexities in the different decision points in implementinQ the lED show that like 

that of Britain (John 1998:28), the South African ~overnment must naviQate the numerous tanQies of vertical 

~overnment departments, re~ional orQanisations, the private sedor and municipalities to implement policies. 

Does this then mean that the route to 'perfect' policy implementation (the ideal outcome from the 

perspedive of the policy-maker), as modelled by Hood (in john 1998:29) can be traced to the Pressman and 

Wildavsky probabilistic theory of multiplicity? That is, the fewer the decision points the ~realer the likelihood 
that the policy will succeed. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICIES BY MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS 

Policies are developed, finalised and approved, but there is no time when the implementation plan is clearly 

added in writinQ. AQain accordin~ to Glass (1999) policies are not self-executin~; once they are finalised 
aqencies or administrators are responsible for their implementation. Plans are always the responsibility of 

implementers. The Reconstruction and Development Proqramme attempted to come up with a coherent 

pro~ramme that intended to build the nation, but implementation of it demonstrated somethinQ else. 
The vision was there but because of a lack of consistency as well as stability in the state actions did not 
run the way they were planned. As indicated earlier on, the problem lies in the reactive approach to the 
development of most policies. 
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It is important to state that stakeholders are critical in policy formulation, but sometimes handlin~ hu~e 
projeds which involve a multiplicity of stakeholders can lead to the downfall of the policy. Lookin~ into 
the South African situation, particularly durin~ the development of the Reconstruction and Development 
Pro~ramme, nearly all stakeholders were involved. They came up with a brilliant document which is 
comprehensive and still complex to implement. All the pro~rammes were basically reactive to the situation 
at the time. When the implementation sta~e came, for instance, in the case of housinQ, people were 
expedin~ proper houses only to find that they ~ot houses that do not meet their expedations. 

Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) state that the multiplicity of participants and perspectives combined to 
produce a formidable obstacle course for the pro~rammes which were desi~ned to reduce unemployment 
and build the cities. The le~acy of the past just like it was in South Africa was so dynamic that addressin~ it at 
face value would always su~~est a number of problems and stakeholders to be involved. It needed a ~ood 
plannin~ mechanism which was not really readive but rather lookinQ beyond the problem as experienced 
at that point in time. In many instances policy implementers are forced to chan~e the intention of the 
f:loal for the simple reason that they have their own interpretation. Lindblom (1980) states that multiple 
conflictin~ criteria are universal phenomena in policy implementation, appearin~ also in areas far removed 
from ordinary policy implementation in democracies. As indicated above, this is a human error as people do 
not have the same understandin~ of the issues as presented. A~ain the policy implementers must try to be 
sympathetic to the ~oals of the policy, have adequate resources, as well as trained people to implement. 

When implementin~ policy there are several toll~ates to observe and analysis of pro~ress to make to find 
out whether a particular pro~ramme could be reviewed or be started all over a~ain. There is also a deQree 
of bureaucracy involved where certain actions need to be approved before they can be implemented. Some 
stakeholders, even when the objective of the policy is clearly written, tend to join with their own a~endas. 

One other critical component of policy implementation is the decentralisation of power where, for instance, 
the provincial ~overnments are ~iven power to initiate pro~rammes accordin~ly and develop policies of 
their own which would, however, not be antaqonistic to the national policies. It has been found that in some 
provinces in South Africa problems are experienced when policies are implemented, particularly in areas 
where the rulin~ party has the minority support. Even when a policy can produce a positive impad, it is not 
accepted and consequently the community suffers. 

Implementation is not simply an administrative or mana~erial problem, but a complex political process of 
who ~ets what, when, how, where and from whom (Turton, Brynard, & Meissner 2002: 11 ). Because there 
are many adors that operate on multiple levels it complicates the implementation process further. Consider 
the example of the Department of National Health's Anti-retroviral Treatment (ARVT) Pro~ramme, which has 
been conceived and rolled out at national sphere. The implementation of the ARVT Pro~ramme takes place 
in the provincial and municipal sphere with multiple adors such as nurses, dodors, pharmacists, dieticians, 
administrative public officials and laboratory technicians that all have to play a role at their own level. 
The medication is bein~ procured throu~h a national tender by national Government, the pharmacist who 
receives and dispenses it is at provincial level, the doctors and nurses who prescribe it can be at provincial 
or municipal sphere. The ARVT Pro~ramme has multiple aspects, such as treatment, prevention, nutrition. 
drug resistance and treatment compliance and it is beinQ implemented by a multiplicity of adors, with a 
multiplicity of perspedives in different layers of ~overnment. By definition the implementation of such a 
pro~ramme will be faced with enormous difficulties and challen~es. 

CONCLUSION 

Policy implementation can be studied from many different perspedives usin~ different theoretical tools. 
Not one perspective can be sin~led out as better than the rest, as each attempt to explain policy and 
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proqramme implementation and the factors influencinq it. The questions to ask of the policy implementation 
process are: Were the intentions of the policy translated into tanqible outputs? Did the outcomes of the 
policy match its qoals? What is bein~ implemented? How is policy-makinq differentiated from policy 
implementation? In a South African sense it means identifyinQ and examinin~ the relationship between the 

actors and structures in the national, provincial and municipal spheres; the inter~overnmental relationships 
between these spheres as well as the ~overnment's relationship with the public. 
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